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Electromagnetic form factors of the bound nucleon
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We calculate electromagnetic form factors of the proton bound in specified orbits for several closed-shell
nuclei. The shell structure of the finite nuclei, together with the internal quark substructure of the nucleon, are
self-consistently described by the quark-meson-coupling model. We find that the medium-modified electric and
magnetic form factors of the bound nucleon deviate considerably from those of the free nucleon. Our results
suggest that this medium correction on the nucleon’s quark substructure may be detectable in forthcoming
quasielastic electron-nucleus scattering.@S0556-2813~99!00511-7#

PACS number~s!: 13.40.Gp, 12.39.Ba, 21.65.1f
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Whether or not quark degrees of freedom play any s
nificant role beyond conventional nuclear theory~involving
baryons and mesons! is a fundamental question in stron
interaction physics. Tremendous effort has been devote
the study of medium modifications of hadron properties@1#.
The idea that nucleons might undergo considerable cha
of their internal structure in a baryon-rich environment h
been stimulated by a number of experiments, e.g., the va
tion of nucleon structure functions in lepton deep-inelas
scattering off nuclei@2#, the quenching of the axial vecto
coupling constantgA in nuclearb decay@3#, and the missing
strength of the response functions in nuclear quasiela
electron scattering@4#. Though the conventional interpreta
tion arising through polarization effects and other hadro
degrees of freedom (D excitations, meson exchange curren
etc.! cannot be ruled out at this stage@5,6#, it is rather inter-
esting to explore the possibilities of a change in the inter
structure of the bound nucleon.

There have been several effective Lagrangian approa
in the literature dealing with modifications of the nucle
size and electromagnetic properties in medium@7,8#. All
these investigations found that nucleon electromagnetic f
factors are suppressed and the rms radii of the proton so
what increased in bulk nuclear matter—in addition to had
mass reductions. In Ref.@8#, we examined medium modifi
cations of nucleon electromagnetic properties in nuclear m
ter, using the quark-meson coupling model~QMC! @9,10#.
The self-consistent change in the internal structure o
bound nucleon is consistent with the constraints fr
y-scaling data@11# and the Coulomb sum rule@12#. In this
paper, we calculate electromagnetic form factors for
nucleon bound in specific, shell-model orbits of realistic
nite nuclei. This is of direct relevance to quasielas
electron-nucleus scattering experiments@13#.

The details for solving equations of motion of QMC fo
finite nuclei can be found in Ref.@10#. Here we briefly illus-
trate the essential features related to this work. For the
culation of the nucleon shell-model wave functions, t
QMC model for spherical finite nuclei, in the mean-field a
proximation, can be summarized in an effective Lagrang
density@10#
0556-2813/99/60~6!/068201~4!/$15.00 60 0682
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N
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2
e

2
~11t3

N!A~rW !g0Gc~rW !

2
1

2
@„¹s~rW !…21ms

2s~rW !2#

1
1

2
@„¹v~rW !…21mv

2 v~rW !2#

1
1

2
@„¹b~rW !…21mr

2b~rW !2#1
1

2
„¹A~rW !…2, ~1!

wherec(rW), s(rW), v(rW), b(rW), andA(rW) are the nucleon,s,
v, r, and Coulomb fields, respectively. Note that only t
time components of thev ~a vector-isoscalar meson! and the
neutralr ~a vector-isovector meson! are kept in the mean
field approximation. These five fields now depend on po
tion rW, relative to the center of the nucleus. The spatial d
tributions are determined by solving the equations of mot
self-consistently. The key difference between QMC a
quantum hadrodynamics~QHD! @14# lies only in thesNN

coupling constant,gs„s(rW)…, which depends on the scala
field in QMC, while it remains constant in QHD.„In practice
this is well approximated bygs@12(aN/2)gss(r )#.… The
coupling constantsgs , gv , andgr are fixed to reproduce the
saturation properties and the bulk symmetry energy
nuclear matter. The only free parameter,ms , which controls
the range of the attractive interaction, and therefore affe
the nuclear surface slope and its thickness, is fixed by fitt
the experimental rms charge radius of40Ca, while keeping
the ratio gs /ms fixed, as constrained by the properties
nuclear matter.

The quark wave function, as well as the nucleon wa
function ~both are Dirac spinors!, are determined once a so
©1999 The American Physical Society01-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 068201
lution to equations of motion are found in a self-consist
way. The electric and magnetic form factors for a bou
proton, in the local-density approximation, are simply giv
by

GE,M
a ~Q2!5E GE,M„Q

2,rB~rW !…rpa~rW !drW, ~2!

wherea denotes a specified orbit with appropriate quant
numbers, andGE,M„Q

2,rB(rW)… is the density-dependen
form factor of a ‘‘proton’’ immersed in nuclear matter wit
local baryon density,rB(rW).1 One might question the local
density approximation in Eq.~2! and ask whether it would be
more appropriate to use the density-dependent form fa
for a ‘‘proton’’ immersed in nuclear matter with the corre
sponding scalar field strength,gs„s(rW)…s(rW). This would
correspond to a ‘‘locals approximation.’’ We have verified
that our results are not sensitive to such a change. We ca
lated the local quantity,gs„s(rW)…s(rW), in the full calculation
and compared it to its value calculated within a local-dens
approximation usingrB(rW). In 40Ca the change was less tha
5%, while in 208Pb the change was even less. Thus the t
approximations give very similar results and lend suppor
the present approach.

In terms of the nucleon shell-model wave functions, t
local baryon density and the local proton density in t
specified orbita are easily evaluated as

rB~rW !5(
a

occ

daca
†~rW !ca~rW !,

rpa~rW !5S ta1
1

2Dca
†~rW !ca~rW !, ~3!

where da5(2 j a11) refers to the degeneracy of nucleo
occupying the orbita andta is the eigenvalue of the isospi
operator,t3

N/2. Notice that the quark wave function depen
only on the surrounding baryon density. Therefore, this p
of the calculation ofGE,M„Q

2,rB(rW)… is the same as in ou
previous publication for nuclear matter@8#.

The notable medium modifications of the quark wa
function inside the bound ‘‘nucleon’’ in QMC include a re
duction of its eigenfrequency and an enhancement of
lower component of its Dirac spinor. As in earlier work, th
corrections arising from recoil and center-of-mass motion
the bag are taken into account using the Peierls–Thou
projection method, combined with Lorentz contraction of t
internal quark wave function and with the perturbative pi
cloud added afterwards@16#. Note that possible off-shell ef
fects@17# and meson exchange currents@6# are ignored in the
present approach. The resulting nucleon electromagn
form factors agree with experiment quite well in free spa

1In a more sophisticated treatment, for example, using a full
torted wave calculation, the weighting may emphasize the nuc
surface somewhat more@15#.
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@16#. Because of the limitations of the bag model the fo
factors are expected to be most reliable at low momen
transfer ~say, less than 1 GeV2!. To cut down theoretical
uncertainties and highlight the deviation from the fr
nucleon form factors, we prefer to show the ratios of t
form factors with respect to corresponding free space valu
Throughout this work, we use the renormalizedpNN cou-
pling constant,f pNN

2 .0.0771 @18#. The bag radius in free
space is taken to be 0.8 fm and the current quark mass
MeV in the following figures.

Figure 1 shows the ratio of the proton electric and ma
netic form factors for4He ~which has only one state, 1s1/2)
with respect to the free space values. As expected, both
electric and magnetic rms radii become slightly larger, wh
the magnetic moment of the proton increases by about
Figure 2 shows the ratio of the proton electric and magn
form factors for 16O with respect to the free space value
which has ones state, 1s1/2, and two p states, 1p3/2 and
1p1/2. The form factors in smallQ2 for thes orbit nucleon is
somewhat more suppressed than those in thep orbit as the
nucleon at the inner orbit experiences a larger aver
baryon density. The magnetic moment for thes orbit nucleon
is similar to that in4He, but it is reduced by 2–3 % in thep
orbit. Since the difference between twop orbits is rather
small, we do not plot the results for 1p1/2. For comparison,
we also show in Fig. 2 the corresponding ratio of form fa
tors ~those curves with triangle symbols! using a variant of
QMC where the bag constantB is allowed to decrease b
10% at the normal nuclear matter density,r0 @19#. It is evi-
dent that the effect of a possible reduction inB is quite large
and will severely reduce the electromagnetic form factors
a bound nucleon since the bag radius is quite sensitive to
value ofB.

From the experimental point of view, it is more reliable
show the ratio,GE /GM , since it can be derived directly
from the ratio of transverse to longitudinal polarization of t
outgoing proton, with minimal systematic errors. We fin

-
ar

FIG. 1. Ratio of in-medium to free space electric and magne
form factors for the proton in4He. ~The free bag radius was take
to beR050.8 fm in all figures.!
1-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 068201
that GE /GM runs roughly from 0.41 atQ250 to 0.28 and
0.20 atQ251 and 2 GeV2, respectively, for a proton in the
1s1/2 orbit in 4He or 16O. The ratio ofGE /GM with respect
to the corresponding free space ratio is presented in Fig
The results for the 1s1/2 orbit in 16O and 4He are similar and
are roughly 2% lower than that for thep orbits in 16O. With
a smallerB, this ratio of ratios drops quickly asQ2 increases.

For completeness, we have also calculated the elec
magnetic form factors for the bound nucleon in heavy nuc
such as40Ca and208Pb. The form factors for the proton i
selected shell orbits are shown in Fig. 4. Because of
larger central baryon density of heavy nuclei, the pro
electric and magnetic form factors in the inner orbits (1s1/2,
1p3/2, and 1p1/2 orbits! suffer much stronger medium mod

FIG. 2. Ratio of in-medium to free space proton electric a
magnetic form factors for thes andp shells of16O. The curves with
triangle symbols represent the corresponding ratio calculated
variant of QMC with a 10% reduction of the bag constantB at r0.

FIG. 3. Ratio of in-medium proton electric to magnetic for
factors with respect to the free space ratio. As in the previous fig
curves with triangle symbols represent the corresponding res
calculated in a variant of QMC with a 10% reduction ofB at r0.
06820
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fications than those in light nuclei. That is to say, theQ2

dependence is further suppressed, while the magnetic
ments appear to be larger. Surprisingly, the nucleons in
ripheral orbits (1d5/2, 2s1/2, and 1d3/2 for 40Ca and 2d3/2,
1h11/2, and 3s1/2 for 208Pb) still show significant medium
effects, comparable to those in4He.

Finally, we would like to add some comments on t
magnetic moment in a nucleus. In the present calculation,
have only calculated the contribution from the intrinsic ma
netization~or spin! of the nucleon, which is modified by th
scalar field in a nuclear medium@20#. As shown in the fig-
ures we have found that the intrinsic magnetic momen
enhanced in matter because of the change in the quark s
ture of the nucleon. We know, however, that there are s
eral, additional contributions to the nuclear magnetic m
ment, such as meson exchange currents, higher-o
correlations, etc. As is well known in relativistic nucle
models like QHD, there is a so-called magnetic mom
problem in the mean-field approximation@21#. To cure this
problem, one must calculate the convection current ma
element within the relativistic random-phase approximat
~RRPA! @22#. However, at high momentum transfer we e
pect that it should be feasible to detect the enhancemen
the intrinsic spin contribution which we have predicted b
cause the long-range correlations, like RRPA, should
crease much faster in that region.

In summary, we have calculated the electric and magn
form factors for the proton, bound in specific shell-mod
orbits, for several closed-shell, finite nuclei. Generally t
electromagnetic rms radii and the magnetic moments of
bound proton are increased by the medium modificatio
Though the difference between the proton form factors
shell orbits split by the spin-orbit force is very small, th
difference between inner and peripheral orbits is consid
able. It is worthwhile to point out that this medium corre
tion is solely due to the change of the internal quark str
ture, while a complete description of the experiment~in
terms of response functions or nuclear form factors! may still
require further many-body effects. In view of current expe

a

e,
lts

FIG. 4. Ratio of in-medium to free space electric and magne
form factors in specific orbits, for40Ca and208Pb.
1-3
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mental developments, particularly the ability to precise
measure electron-nucleus quasielastic scattering polariza
observables, it should be possible to detect differences
tween the form factors in different shell-model orbits. T
current and future experiments at TJNAF and Mainz, the
fore, promise to provide vital information with which t
.

.
.

n

.
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guide and constrain dynamic microscopic models for fin
nuclei, and perhaps unambiguiously isolate a signature
the role of quarks.
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Australian Research Council.
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